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Term 4- Knowledge Organiser

How can I keep myself healthy? Keywords

• To keep healthy its important to 
make the right choices for our 
body. This can include choices 
around food, drinks, exercise, sleep 
and substances.

• In 2017 30% of children ages 2 – 16 
were classified as overweight or 
obese. 

• You should aim for at least 30 
minutes of exercise per day to 
maintain a healthy active lifestyle.

• Statistics in 2018 stated that over 
66% of children attending 
secondary school do not get 
enough sleep. 

• For a child ages 6-13 they should 
be getting around 8 hours sleep a 
night. 

Physical
Health

The condition of your body. Physical health is 
critical for overall well-being, and can be 
affected by diet, levels of physical activity, 
and behaviour (for instance, smoking).

Diet The kinds of food a person eats.

Exercise Activity requiring physical effort. 

Sleep 
Deprivation Suffering from a lack of sleep.

Caffeine
A compound found in some drinks e.g. 
energy drinks that impacts the central 
nervous system.

Addiction
Being dependent on/craving a substance or 
activity. E.G Gaming addiction or alcohol 
addiction. 

Websites to further information:

• NHS Eat Well - https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/
• NHS Sleep – https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-to-get-to-sleep/

NHS E i  htt // h k/li ll/ i /
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https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-to-get-to-sleep/
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/


Title: How does food impact my health?
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Name the food groups. 

1. 
2.
3.
4.
5

Healthy Unhealthy

How can food negatively 
impact our health?



Title: Why is exercise important for my health?
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Connect – Self Reflection 

How much exercise do you do in a week?

How much exercise should you do in a week? 

Physical Benefits Mental Benefits

Low Moderate Vigorous
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Title: How does sleep impact my health?
Knowledge Recall Answer

1. Name the food group bread is 
included in.

1. How many minutes of exercise should 
you do every week?

1. What are the three types of exercise.

Why is sleep 
important?

Sleep Deprivation Benefits of sleep

Self Reflection 

1. What can you do to improve your 
sleep routine?



Title: How do different substances impact my health?
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Video Questions Answers

Energy Drinks 

List three things caffeine does to your 
body. 

How many cups of coffee can a can of 
energy drink be equivalent to? 

What are better options? 

Alcohol 

What type of drug is alcohol? 

What organs does alcohol effect?

Name two short-term effects of alcohol.
Name two long-term effects of alcohol

Smoking & Vaping 

Knowledge Recall Answer

1. Name 4 main food groups. 

2. How many hours of sleep should a 12 
year old get every night?

3. What the three different intensity's of 
exercise. 

Name three organs that are effected by 
smoking

What is the impact of nicotine on the 
body? 

What is the impact of tar on the body? 

List three ways vaping can impact your 
brain development. 

What mental health issues might vaping 
increase?

Young children that smoke are more likely 
to do what later on in their lives?



Title: How can gaming impact my health?
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Video Questions Answers

1. Why did this boy start playing the PlayStation?

2. What signs can you spot that show he is 
becoming addicted?

3. What physical side effects did this have on him?

4. What mental side effects did this have on him?

5. What impacts did this have on his life?

Why do people 
play video 

games?

Knowledge Recall Answers
How many famous online gamers can you name?

How many hours per week do you spend on 
computers / games consoles / electronic devices?

Is it possible to become addicted to video games?



Title: What is FGM?
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The Female Anatomy 

Statement True or False? Self Assess 

If not cut, the clitoris will continue to grow out of control. 

FGM can cause infertility (not being able to have children)

The clitoris gives the woman pleasure and does not harm her 
partner.

FGM will not make the vagina more hygienic, in fact it can make it 
less hygienic due to sores and cuts likely to get infected. 

The clitoris will harm her husband during sex. 

Without FGM the woman will be infertile. 

FGM may cause serious complications at childbirth. 

The clitoris will harm the baby during delivery. 

Without FGM, the woman will smell. 

The clitoris stops growing after puberty.



Title: What is FGM?
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Video Questions Answers

1. What was Waris going to have done?

2. Why do you think Waris wanted this procedure 
/ practice done to her? (think about last lesson). 

Knowledge Recall Answers
Define FGM 

List three negative effects of FGM

What does the UK law say about FGM?



Title: What is FGM?
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Video Questions Answers

1. How has her attitudes changed towards  FGM?

2. How does this section of the story confirm that 
young girls and others believe myths about FGM? 

3. Why do you think it took her so long to realise 
what had happened to her was wrong?
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